
The Immersive Metro Experience like no other…

THEMES & CONCEPTS



introduction
Excitement and suspense are just some of the emotions that will be experienced by 
riders of Simworx’s ‘Metro Mover“ attraction.

Step on board the Metro Mover and be transported to far off worlds, or be whisked off on thrilling
adventures. Experiencing places unlike any other all from the comfort of your train carriage.

Simworx has created four unique Metro Themed 4D Cinemas, available individually or in multiples, each
with a capacity of 40 persons. The fully themed carriages include 3DOF motion seats, surround sound
audio, on-board special effects and 7 LED screen ‘windows’ in each carriage that ‘transport’ passengers to
anywhere your imagination wants to take them to.

Designed to offer total flexibility and to integrate smoothly into any venue or creative concept. This attraction
is available with specially designed custom film content to suit a client’s venue and any theme, or library
films specifically created for this ‘time travelling’ attraction. With complete show control, optional effects and
integrated AV systems the ‘Metro Mover’ is the perfect ride solution for those looking for a twist on the
traditional 4D Cinema!





DEEP SEA EXPRESS
Take a trip under the seas on the Deep Sea Express and discover 
the secrets of what lies below the surface. Guided by mermaids 
and powered by bubbles the Deep Sea Express is your direct 

route to Atlantis. Experience all the colorful coral and inquisitive 
fish as you soar through the seaweed to the seafloor. The brand-
new service to the Mermaid’s kingdom is still in it’s trial phase so 
be prepared for some unexpected issues as they iron things out. 

Nothing to worry about… just don’t tempt the sharks in. 





INTERGALACTIC STARLINE
Blast off to the unknown on the Intergalactic Starline, the newest 
service to the stars. Ready for their mission to the cosmos, riders 

are taken on a whistle-stop tour of the solar system before 
encountering an inter-galaxy space invasion that they must avoid 

getting caught up in. 

Navigate the starships and avoid their cosmic rays to make it 
back to earth in one piece!





RAIL LINE DISASTER
When an earthquake hits, our regular commute takes an 

unexpected turn as riders must frantically steer the train to safety 
as we watch helplessly as a runaway train carriage gets into 

trouble and is thrust on a merciless path of destruction. Flames 
and explosions light the tunnels as the train gets dangerously 

close to our carriage.

Can they guide it to safety or will the damage be catastrophic?





Zombie Apocalypse
Taking refuge on a Metro Train Carriage, riders are in trouble 
when a Zombie Apocalypse breaks out in the city. Trapped 

underground with no way out, they must avoid being overrun by 
Zombies. Can they get the carriage moving and escape out of 

the station undetected?

Or are they destined to become Zombified too?





Anime Bullet train 
Adventure

Experience the vibrant Tokyo, full of neon lights, flashing bill-
boards and high-speed Bullet Trains. Be transported to a world of 

cutesy cartoons and animated awesomeness as you join in on 
this Anime action. 

Join your anime heroes in a clock-ticking adventure to rescue the 
Electric town from the evil robotic emperor. Will they make it 

across Japan in time to save the day?




